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ABSTRACT 

 

Nowadays E-commerce site is the most popular website in Bangladesh. Many 

products are sell on the website. The seller and buyer use this website and the buyer 

can buy any product seat in his home. That’s why we made this web-based website 

for rent. We focus mainly on add/rent. E-commerce Security is a part of the 

Information Security framework and is specifically applied to the components that 

affection e-commerce that includes Computer Security, Data security, and another 

wide kingdom of the Information Security framework. E-commerce security has its 

particular nuances and is one of the highest visible security components that affect 

the end-user through their daily payment interaction with business. Many sellers use 

our website to sell/rent their products just send the admin to request to approve their 

post. When the admin approves the request then the post-show the website. The 

admin controls all posts and the seller gives money to the admin, the admin rate the 

post. The post-show top of the website. The buyer can contact the seller directly but 

the admin shows their message. At last, we are trying to develop or add many 

different features. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1: Introduction 

Our project action of mainly buy, sell and rent products on an online platform. 

Online business marks on mobile or some electroosmotic devices. Electronic money 

transfer, service bands management, online marketing, online payment, invoice 

management systems and auto data download systems. Online marketing is the story 

ruled by the device increase of the new device industry and is the big platform of the 

online platform. 

So the e-commerce website helps three types of people. 

1. Seller 

2. Buyer 

3. Website creator 

 

 

1.2 Motivation 

As Bangladesh is a developing country, to walk with the modern era, nowadays all 

systems are becoming online. So we are developing a rental system so that home 

owner and people can save their time from unnecessary advertising and searching. 

It will be user friendly to everyone. 

We create a website when a seller posts their ad and the buyer search their product. 

This is an open-source website and the website user any kind of people find out the 

home or product. The seller creates any category and posts their product details. 

Create any location in our country or foreign country. 
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1.3 Objectives   

One to stop system to search flat or room for renting according to their choice and 

budget as well as comfortable location using this system. One can sell/rent their 

properties. 

1.4 Expected outcome 

User can easily find out flat or room for renting according to their choice and budget 

as well as comfortable location using this system. No need to go around and search 

for things, where they can get all info about rent about what he/she searching. And 

no need to post add on walls. 

 

 

1.5 Report Layout  

We have organized this report as follows: In chapter 2, we discuss the background 

of our project. We also briefed about the related. In chapter 3, we declared the 

requirement specification of the project. In this section, we defined the business 

process model, data collection and check, use model, and define logical data 

modeling, design project. In business process modeling we defined the data flow 

diagram. In chapter 4, we specified design the all project. In chapter 5, we 

implementation of the whole project and testing every section of the project. In 

chapter 6, we discuss the conclusion and the scope for the future of the development 

project. At last, we declared all of the related references to relate our report 

information.   
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CHAPTER 2 

Background 

2.1: Introduction 

We are more weal in online shopping or online Activity. That's the reason we 

thought that to develop the website. We are creating the website user friendly 

because we want to all kinds of users they can use our website. So we create many 

categories and functions. They are easily selling their products or buying any 

products or view any products and product details. The seller can create any 

categories and functions to sell or post his products but they have to need permission 

to admin. So they pay some money to post show top of the website. 

 

 

2.2 Related Works 

Nowadays this is difficult for one person to manage and go street to street and 

looking home or other things.so we are making a website to use PHP and other 

languages. The users use many websites to book their homes but they could not 

satisfy with the web interface. In the present time webpage user increasing day by 

day.so we are making a website to help the busy people. 

 

 

2.3 Comparative Studies  

This studies method regular use to the 1st stages of create the branch of technology. 

The researcher very help to ascent its and the 1st stages of this case studies in a more 

advance stage of normal theoretical model. People are found out easy way. So the 

ghoreboshey.com is the easiest and user friendly and popular website in this time.  
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But people is not arranging all types of category and also their feature also limited. 

Those features are not enough to fulfil user requirement. Without "Ghoreboshy.com" 

there is another platform for user. They are also some limitation in their website.  

So that we are interested to developed and think that our unique function can make 

user friendly and fulfil user requirement successfully.  

 

2.4 Scope of the Problem  

Ghoreyboshy.com is for booking a home and buy a product through an HTML based 

website. Its main programming language for front-end will be HTML and for back-

end will be PHP. We have easy to looking home and the booking system for users. 

Our goal is to short manual data entry and ensure data accuracy also the security 

during data process. We have to keep the category for customers to view the home 

and sell a product. Users will also be able to view a visual confirmation that the 

booked was place successfully. 

 

 

2.5 Challenges 

Perform an activity is challenging a common thing. There is no work challenge 

similarly, in our project face some challenges. First of all, we trying to make our 

website in all kinds of people. Many people are so busy and no time their hand.so 

they need a web platform and thy use the website easy to book or buy a product. 

Many problems we face to make the website. We are select category the user creates 

any location and post their ad.so this user free website. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Requirement Specification 

  

3.1 Business Process Modeling   

 

This model is map free every business processes and found out way modify the 

problem.  Business process management is a part of the practice of business. 

Modeling isn't a radical concept it is around for a while. The change it bring the 

business productivity and efficiency are nothing short of revolutionary. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: A General Block Diagram 
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3.2 Requirement Collection and Analysis  

  

This Website works functional and non-functional.  

Functional means providing services to the user. 

  

Like the website will provide a user the category, if the user selects a category it will 

ask for the location.  

 If the user selects the view post, it will show the user's latest post. 

  

A non-Functional requirement is where every page of the system should be visible 

to the user within 5-10 seconds. 

Uses-Case Modeling  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.3 Uses-Case Modeling & Description 

 

Use case diagram the Unified Modeling Language (UML). This case type of 

interactive defined diagram and create from use “Use-case”. The graphical overview 

of the model provide to a system in actor and system. This case goal and 

dependences those two use cases. Uses case modeling purpose of use case diagram 

is see what system are performed for which actor. 
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                                      Figure 3.2: Admin use case 
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                                         Figure 3.3: User use case diagram 

 

 

 
 
3.4 Logical Data Model 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Logical data model diagram 
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3.5 Design Requirement   

In this system we work in HTML platform. In this system user can easily post or 

view add for their desire location. We made the interface that can be browser via 

mobile or a computer. We use html, CSS, bootstrap etc. for design. And PHP for 

backend code work. Html ad CSS is the simplest and user friendly so we worked 

much more with html and CSS. 

 

 

The Advantages of Bootstrap Development are 

1. Fewer Cross browser bugs 

2. A consistent framework that supports major of all browsers and CSS 

compatibility fixes 

3. Lightweight and customizable 

4. Responsive structures and styles 

5. Several JavaScript plugins using the jQuery 

6. Good documentation and community support 

7. Loads of free and professional templates, WordPress themes and plugins 

8. Great grid system 
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CHAPTER 4 

Design Specification 

 

4.1 Front-End Design 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Login & Registration screen 
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Figure 4.2: Profile information 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 4.3: Post ad & order screen 
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Figure 4.4: Location 

 

Figure 

4.5: Home & Navigation screen 
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Figure 4.6: How to post screen 
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Figure 4.7: About screen 
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Figure 4.8: Category screen 
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Figure 4.9: Product screen 
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Figure 4.10: Live message screen 
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Figure 4.11: Dashboard screen 
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4.3 Interaction Design and UX  

An interaction design that can provide the user problem domain, process the 

problem, and find the result, do the action, and solve the problem. In the other case, 

user experience makes on the overall experience between the user and an 

application. In our project there is some feature that can interact with the user, one 

is a career. User can develop their career using this application. For UX we work 

and keep our system very easy and user-friendly and better performance to any kind 

of people. 

 

 

4.4 Implementation Requirements 

Implementation is the run-out, performance, and use of a plan. It also works with a 

method, design, and idea standard policy for doing something. Implementation is the 

action that must follow the preliminary thinking to occur.  

There are a few techniques and tools used in the development of this project. These 

are: HTML, CSS, JSON, and PHP. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Implementation and Testing 

 

5.1 Implementation of Database   

Our project implementation of Database we used local host from XAMPP. XAMPP 

is a free and open source package developed by Apache Friends, consisting makes 

of the Apache HTTP Server, Maria DB database, and we are create our database in 

this server for scripts written in the PHP. We are use the same components as 

XAMPP Since most actual web server deployments, it makes our project easy to 

login a local test server. The XAMPP is can be installed quickly and simply on an 

operating system by a developer, this advantage is very helpful applications such 

as WordPress and Joomla! 

We install and configure XAMPP phpMyAdmin in our local server and then we are 

creating a new class and table.  

Then we know XAMPP is the powerful server in a day. When we are set up our 

projects in a local server before run it available to everyone in internet. This website 

development use local server in internet web, MySQL server, PHP language, 

database that help our run or building our website to new category and functions. 

We are use XAMPP to check our new project, check updates, and run project before 

submit or change to the online system. So we develop our website in XAMPP.  

Our project is a free and everybody can use our administration. Over the project we 

can easily modify and use the server. We can create our own server and database use 

easily and it is to lead our database. MySQL database, we can create fields, tables, 

Colum, indexes, etc. The user should be given good rate when the user can manage 

his account. Server has lot of multi-language support. Our server make to easy to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apache_HTTP_Server
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PHP
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WordPress
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joomla!
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access to any developer work in database create and change. The project use easy 

server because simple people helps create the account simply. 

We should can create the categories and create and login to the admin panel. Then 

we create database server ghoreboshey and submit the server. From the tables, we 

are see our project. We are use our project and website. Our host name is 

‘ghoreboshey’. 

Our project have some of table and some information the website. 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Authentication database 
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5.2 Implementation Front-End Design 

  

The project make up two way or two design: one is front end and the other part is 

back end. Front end in the visual part of the website that the user interacts with, and 

the back end, which contains all the code that drives the website.  

Front-end: 

1. it’s all about what a user able to see.  

2. Its maybe buttons, images, layout, input fields, etc.  

3. To design these components in web you need HTML and PHP programming. 

Therefore, this programming’s are called front-end programming.  

 

5.3 Implementation of Interactions 

Process of manipulating the factors that also unified change control so that only 

accepted changes are realized. 

The process to review, analyze, and approve change requests - timely answer 

minimizes the opportunity of harmful effect on time, cost, or the possibility of the 

change  

• Involves managing the changes that are agreed  

• Involves preserving the integrity of the presentation extent baselines 

• Involves supporting the entire impact fashioned by the change request  

• Process to review, approve/reject suggested preventive, or corrective actions and 

Involves organizing changes across the complete project.  

 

 

5.4 Testing Implementation  

We test the project to determine faults. Test part is the procedure of create and 

publish every possible wrong in the project. It is the good way to found out the 
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functionalities in mechanisms, it is the procedure to exercise project and the use of 

safeguarding the project system show our supplies and user prospects and does not 

fail improperly. 

 

  

 

 

 

5.4.1 Types of Testing  

Test unit: test see on confirmation the project on the little unit of project design, the 

database. We are input is a box concerned with the some categories. 

 

 

Integration Testing: 

Module test is done for each project. After testing all the components, the modules 

are united and testing of the final system is done with the test data, specially intended 

to show that the system will function successfully in all its aspects situations. Thus, 

system testing is an approval that all is correct and an occasion to show the user that 

the system works. The purpose of additional testing is to verify functional, 

performance, and reliability requirements placed on major design items.  

 

Testing System:  

Test of system that clear the united project system show categories. System is a very 

important test to our project and found the results. The system test is one kind of 

configuration the type of addition. This test is process metaphors and shows, 

stressing drive process link, incorporation rules. We have tested unit testing. Finally, 

we have come a successful conclusion. 
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5.5 Test Results and Reports 

Testing Unit Reports: 

Testing Unit: 

Test is a very important things to our project. So we test our some individual units. 

This test is very help to our project. 

 

5.5.1 Test Case 1 (Check Login page) 

Table 5.1. Test Case for login 

 

 

 

Si No. of test case: 1 

Name of test:  Login case 

Sample Input : Click on login  

Expected output: Login in to database 

Actual output : Login account 

Remarks: Test successful 

 

 

5.5.2 Test Case 2 (Check Rome page)  

Table 5.2: Test Case for Check Home page 

 

Si No. of test case: 2 

Name of test: Check Home page 

Sample Input : Click Home 

Expected output: Home page details are viewed. 

Actual output : Home page details are viewed. 

Remarks: Test successful 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

Conclusion and Future Scope 

  
  
6.1 Discussion and Conclusion    
 

Nowadays everyone is busy for their job and traffic jam cost lot of time. And people 

don’t have much more time so people want to go online what they want. And now 

everything is becoming online base so we decided to make an online base website 

where they can find and post. It can save everyone time and people can do this in 

home or anywhere. Like if someone searching for a house and he have job to do, he 

doesn’t have enough time to find a home he may like, for this system it will take few 

minute to search house, and can even get the house picture. So he may decide it is 

ok for him or not. 

 
 
 

 

 

6.2 Scope for Further Developments    

 

In future we will add more user-friendly interface. More details for the post and will 

add invoice system that user gets total cost of their event. We want to add online 

payment gateway system for booking so that user can easily pay their required 

payment system via master card, bKash, rocket payment system. In future we will 

add the add location on google map. 
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix A: 

Here some back end code: 

body{ 

    background:white; 

} 

#welcome, #collapse,#adds, #footer, #products_dtailes , #related_slider , #add 

,#login_options ,#signup_from  

,#post_add ,#dashboard ,#elct_post_from ,#category ,#location{ 

    padding-top: 40px; 

    padding-bottom: 30px; 

    position: relative; 

}  

 

 

 

/*main_menu start*/ 

#main_menu .navbar-brand { 

/*    padding: 10px 15px;*/ 

/*    height:auto;*/ 

/* margin-top: -60px;*/ 

  

} 

#main_menu .navbar { 

    border-radius: 0px;  

    margin-bottom: 0px; 
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} 

#main_menu .navbar-inverse { 

    background-color: #3c763d; 

    border-color: #3c763d; 

    font-size: 18px; 

} 

#main_menu .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > li > a { 

    color: #fff; 

    /*padding-top: 30px;*/ 

} 

.navbar-btn { 

    /*margin-top: 23px;*/ 

    font-size: 18px; 

} 

 

/*main_menu end*/ 

 

/*alert div style*/ 

#alert{ 

    position: relative; 

    box-shadow: 0 5px 0 0 #fbf6d5; 

    font-size: 25px; 

} 

.alert-content{ 

    padding: 10px 0px; 

    width:85%; 

} 
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.alert-close{ 

    position: absolute; 

    top: 0%; 

    right: 5%; 

    padding: 10px; 

} 

/*end alert div*/ 

/* Developed By Md. Jamal Uddin ( http://jamaluddin.info ) */ 

/*  welcome star*/ 

#welcome{ 

    background: #E7EDEE; 

} 

#welcome .media .media-heading > p{ 

    /*color:#191814;*/ 

    border-bottom: 1px solid #191814; 

    padding-bottom: 10px; 

    font-size: 25px; 

    font-weight:500; 

} 

#welcome .media .media-body > p{ 

    color: #4b4942; 

    font-size: 18px 

} 

#welcome .well{ 

    background: #ffffff; 

    box-shadow:0 2px 0 #d0d3d5; 

    padding: 15px; 
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} 

#welcome .media .media-object > i{ 

    font-size: 40px; 

    color: #0b579f; 

    margin-right: 0px; 

} 

#welcome .media .media-body > a{ 

    text-decoration: none; 

    font-size: 20px 

} 

/*  welcome end*/ 

 

/*slider start*/ 

#slider{ 

 

} 

#slider .my_slider{ 

    margin: 0; 

    padding: 0 

} 

#slider .carousel-indicators .active { 

    background-color:#fff; 

} 

#slider .carousel-indicators li { 

    border: 1px solid #1f77ca; 

} 

/*slider end*/ 
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/*main body start*/ 

#collapse .panel-default > .panel-heading { 

    background-color: #fff; 

} 

#collapse .panel-default { 

    border-color: #ffffff;  

} 

#collapse .panel-group { 

    margin-bottom: 0px; 

} 

ol ol, ol ul, ul ol, ul ul { 

    padding-left: 0; 

} 

#collapse .panel-body > ul > li{ 

    list-style: none; 

} 

#collapse .panel-body > ul > li > a{ 

    text-decoration: none; 

    font-size: 20px; 

    color: #000; 

} 

 

#collapse .panel-body > ul > li > ul > li{ 

    list-style: none; 

    margin-top:0px; 
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    padding: 5px; 

} 

#collapse .panel-body > ul > li > ul > li > a{ 

    text-decoration: none; 

    font-size: 16px; 

} 

#collapse .panel-body .media .media-object > i{ 

    font-size: 25px; 

    color: #50f2a8; 

} 

#collapse .jumbotron{ 

    background: #3c763d; 

    padding: 10px; 

    padding-top: 5px; 

} 

#collapse .jumbotron a{ 

    text-decoration: none; 

    color: #fff; 

} 

#collapse .well{ 

    background: #ffffff; 

} 

#collapse .body_containt .media .media-object{ 

    font-size: 40px; 

    color: #50f2a8; 

} 

#collapse .body_containt .media a{ 
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    text-decoration: none; 

} 

#adds i{ 

    color: #eb7b11; 

    font-size: 50px; 

} 

.products #adds{ 

    padding-top: 10px; 

} 

.extra-info{ 

    color:white; 

    background-color: #eb7b11; 

    font-size: 20px; 

} 

.btn-ad-post{ 

    color:black; 

    background: linear-gradient(white,darkgray); 

    font-weight: bold; 

    padding: 10px 0px; 

    box-shadow:1px 1px darkgray; 

    font-size: 12px; 

} 

/* margin-class */ 

.mt{ 

    margin-top: 20px; 

} 

.mb{ 
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    margin-bottom: 10px; 

} 

/* share Icon */ 

.share-icon{ 

    font-size: 40px; 

    margin-right: 15px; 

} 

.facebook , .facebook:hover{ 

    color:#36528c; 

} 

.twitter , .twitter:hover{ 

    color:#3a8deb; 

} 

.gplus , .gplus:hover{ 

    color:#c24231; 

} 

.youtube , .youtube:hover{ 

    color:#FB0007; 

} 

 

@media all and (min-width: 992px){ 

    .equal-div{height: 155px;} 

} 

/*main body end*/ 

 

 

/*footer start*/ 
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#footer{ 

    border-top: 3px solid #d82d79; 

    background:#ffffff; 

} 

#footer a{ 

    text-decoration: none; 

    font-size: 16px 

} 

#footer a i{ 

    font-size: 30px 

} 

/*footer end*/ 

 

 

 

/*login modal start*/ 

#sineup_modal a{ 

    text-decoration: none; 

    cursor: pointer; 

} 

#sineup_modal .fa-close{ 

    font-size: 20px; 

    color: #fff; 

    cursor: pointer; 

} 

#sineup_modal .modal-dialog .modal-content{ 
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    border-radius: 4px; 

    padding: 15px; 

} 

#sineup_modal .modal-dialog .left_containte{ 

    border-right: 1px solid #b6b0b0; 

} 

#sineup_modal .form .fa-facebook-official{ 

    margin-right: 10px; 

    font-size: 20px 

} 

 

/*login modal end*/ 

 

/*login modal start*/ 

#chat_modal a{ 

    text-decoration: none; 

    cursor: pointer; 

} 

#chat_modal .fa-close{ 

    font-size: 20px; 

    color: #fff; 

    cursor: pointer; 

} 

#chat_modal .modal-dialog .modal-content{ 

    border-radius: 4px; 

    padding: 15px; 

}  
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#chat_modal .modal-dialog .left_containte{ 

    border-right: 1px solid #b6b0b0; 

} 

#chat_modal .form .fa-facebook-official{ 

    margin-right: 10px; 

    font-size: 20px 

} 

/*login modal end*/ 

 

 

 

/*all products start here*/ 

#body_menu{ 

    padding-top: 40px; 

    // padding-bottom: 30px; 

    position: relative; 

} 

#body_menu .well{ 

    background: #ffffff; 

} 

#body_menu .btn-default { 

    color: #fff; 

    background-color: #3c763d; 

    border-color: #3c763d; 

    padding: 10px 

} 

#body_menu .btn-default:hover{ 
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    opacity: .9; 

} 

#body_menu .form-control { 

    height: 42px; 

    font-size: 14px; 

    border: 2px solid #3c763d; 

} 

#body_menu .menu_col{ 

    padding-right: 5px; 

    padding-left: 5px; 

} 

#body_menu .menu_col .fa{ 

    font-size: 15px; 

    margin-right: 10px; 

} 

/*cous adds start*/ 

#custo_add .well{ 

    background: #ffffff; 

} 

#custo_add .table-hover .media{ 

    padding: 20px 

} 

#custo_add table tr{ 

    border: 1px solid #d7d7d7; 

    border-left: none; 

    border-right: none; 

} 
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#custo_add table tr a{ 

    text-decoration: none;  

} 

 

#custo_add table tr:hover{ 

    border-left: 1px solid #d7d7d7; 

    border-right: 1px solid #d7d7d7; 

    /*cursor: pointer;*/ 

} 

 

/*coust adds end*/ 

 

.pager { 

    margin: -63px 0; 

} 

 

 

 

/*products_dtailes start*/ 

#products_dtailes .container{ 

    //background: #ffffff 

} 

.prod_img{ 

    // background: #fff; 

    margin-top:10px; 

} 

.prod_dtls a{ 
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    text-decoration: none; 

} 

#products_dtailes  .flexslider { 

    background: none;  

    border: none;  

 

} 

#products_dtailes .flex-control-thumbs { 

    margin: 5px 3px 0; 

} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#related_products h3::before  { 

    content: ''; 

    position: absolute; 

    left: 33%; 

    background: #ff9b05; 

    height: 1px; 

    width: 8%; 

} 

#related_products h3::after { 

    content: ''; 

    position: absolute; 
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    right:  33%; 

    background: #ff9b05; 

    height: 1px; 

    width: 8%; 

} 

/*#related_slider { 

    background: #ffffff; 

}*/ 

#related_slider ol, ul { 

    margin-top: 0; 

    /*margin-bottom: -3%;*/ 

} 

#related_slider .carousel-indicators li { 

    width: 40px; 

} 

.carousel-indicators li { 

    background-color: #139174; 

    border: 1px solid #000000; 

} 

 

/*login_options start*/ 

 

#login_options .well{ 

    background-color: #fff; 

} 

#login_options .left_containte{ 

    border-right: 1px solid #b6b0b0; 
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} 

#login_options i{ 

    font-size: 15px; 

    margin-right: 10px; 

} 

/*login_options end*/ 

 

/*signup_from start*/ 

 

#signup_from .well{ 

    background-color: #fff; 

} 

#signup_from .left_containte{ 

    border-right: 1px solid #b6b0b0; 

} 

/*signup_from end*/ 

 

 

 

/*post add start*/ 

#post_add .well{ 

    background-color: #fff; 

} 

#post_add .media-img_one::after{ 

    content: ' '; 

    position: absolute; 

    right: 10%; 
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    background: #ff9b05; 

    height: 1px; 

    width: 28%; 

    top: 8%; 

} 

#post_add .media-img_one::before{ 

    content: ''; 

    position: absolute; 

    left: 10%; 

    background: #ff9b05; 

    height: 1px; 

    width: 28%; 

    top:8%; 

} 

#post_add .media-img_two::after{ 

    content: ' '; 

    position: absolute; 

    right: 10%; 

    background: #ff9b05; 

    height: 1px; 

    width: 28%; 

    top: 10%; 

} 

#post_add .media-img_two::before{ 

    content: ''; 

    position: absolute; 

    left: 10%; 
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    background: #ff9b05; 

    height: 1px; 

    width: 28%; 

    top:10%; 

} 

#post_add ul li{ 

    list-style: none; 

    text-decoration: none; 

} 

#post_add .fa{ 

    font-size: 20px; 

    float: right; 

} 

#post_add hr{ 

    margin:15px 

} 

/*post add end*/ 

#rules .well{ 

    background: #fff; 

} 

#rules ul{ 

    margin-bottom: 0; 

} 

#rules ul li{ 

    padding: 7px 0; 

    //text-align: right; 

} 
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/*dashboard start*/ 

#dashboard .panel-default{ 

    padding-left: 0; 

} 

#dashboard .panel-body{ 

 

} 

#dashboard ul{ 

    list-style: none; 

    margin-bottom: 0; 

    margin-left: -38px; 

} 

#dashboard ul li{ 

    padding: 15px 0; 

    border-top: 1px solid #d0d3d5; 

} 

#dashboard ul li a{ 

    text-decoration: none; 

} 

#dashboard ul li a i{ 

    font-size: 20px; 

    float: right; 

} 

#dashboard #menu2 a{ 

    text-decoration: none; 

    cursor: pointer; 
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} 

/*dashboard stop*/ 

 

/*elct_post_from start*/ 

#elct_post_from .form .col-md-12{ 

    padding-left: 0px; 

} 

#elct_post_from .box_div{ 

    border: 1px dotted graytext; 

    border-radius: 4px; 

    padding-top: 16px; 

} 

#elct_post_from .box_div button{ 

    margin-top: 10px; 

} 

/*elct_post_from end*/ 

 

/*category start*/ 

#category .panel-default{ 

    padding-left: 0; 

} 

#category .panel-body{ 

 

} 

#category ul{ 

    list-style: none; 

    margin-bottom: 0; 
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    margin-left: -38px; 

} 

#category ul li{ 

    padding: 15px 0; 

    border-top: 1px solid #d0d3d5; 

} 

#category ul li a{ 

    text-decoration: none; 

} 

#category ul li a i{ 

    font-size: 20px; 

    float: right; 

} 

#category #menu2 a{ 

    text-decoration: none; 

    cursor: pointer; 

} 

/*category stop*/ 

 

/*location start*/ 

#location .panel-default{ 

    padding-left: 0; 

} 

#location .panel-body{ 

 

} 

#location ul{ 
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    list-style: none; 

    margin-bottom: 0; 

    margin-left: -38px; 

} 

#location ul li{ 

    padding: 15px 0; 

    border-top: 1px solid #d0d3d5; 

} 

#location ul li a{ 

    text-decoration: none; 

} 

#location ul li a i{ 

    font-size: 20px; 

    float: right; 

} 

#location #menu2 a{ 

    text-decoration: none; 

    cursor: pointer; 

} 

/*category stop*/ 

 

/*my_modal start here*/ 

#my_modal .panel-default{ 

    padding-left: 0; 

} 

#my_modal .panel-body{ 
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} 

#my_modal ul{ 

    list-style: none; 

    margin-bottom: 0; 

    margin-left: -38px; 

} 

#my_modal ul li{ 

    padding: 15px 0; 

    border-top: 1px solid #d0d3d5; 

} 

#my_modal ul li a{ 

    text-decoration: none; 

} 

#my_modal ul li a i{ 

    font-size: 20px; 

    float: right; 

} 

/*#my_modal #menu2 a{ 

    text-decoration: none; 

    cursor: pointer; 

}*/ 

/*my_modal end here 
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